Regulation of immune checkpoint expression
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Despite the clinical success of blocking immune checkpoint receptors such as programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) in cancer, the mechanisms controlling the levels of these therapeutic targets at the surface of effector lymphocytes have not been fully elucidated. In this study, we show that microtubule dynamics controls mRNA transport, translation and cell surface expression of PD-1. The underlying mechanism involves the PDCD1 mRNA interaction with tubulin-associated ribonucleoprotein complexes and its transport by KIF5B/KLC1 kinesin 1 to translating polysomes. In vitro and in vivo evidence from both healthy donor’s blood and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes from Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients demonstrate that this mechanism controls the expression of PD-1, as well as of the co-inhibitory receptors LAG3, TIM3, and CTLA4 in the CD4⁺, CD8⁺ and γδ T cell subsets. Furthermore, disproportionality analysis of immune-related adverse events in patients under currently used microtubule-targeting drugs unveils a significant higher risk of autoimmunity. Our study identifies a regulatory pathway controlling immune checkpoint receptors expression simultaneously, which open an opportunity for new potential therapeutic targets discovery and for novel associations between chemotherapies and immunotherapies.